Thank you for joining us for Confronting the New Normal: How Can AI Help
Us Prepare for A Changing Climate? with Pierre Gentine, Galen McKinley,
and Adam Sobel. In our first fireside chat of the academic year, we explored
how upgrading climate projections will help communities prepare for the future
in the face of climate change.
Watch a recording of our fireside chat event here.

Read More about LEAP
We hope you will join us at future
events as we continue these important
conversations. Columbia Engineering
and the Columbia Climate School look
forward to continuing our partnership
as we move forward with the LEAP
project. Learn More.
Academic Programs
Columbia oﬀers a variety of programs
focused on addressing the climate
crisis, including degrees in earth &
environmental engineering, earth &
environmental sciences, data science,
machine learning, and climate and
society. Learn more.
Collaborate with Columbia University
Interested in collaborating with
Columbia on these important
initiatives? Contact Eric Vieira, Director
of Strategic Collaborations.

COLUMBIA GIVING DAY - WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 2021
Programs like these are not possible without your help. On Wednesday,
October 20, we invite you to stand with Columbia Engineers around the globe
at givingday.columbia.edu for 24 hours of giving, connecting, and impact - on
the School, our faculty and students, and the Engineering for Humanity vision.
Giving Day 2021 provides an opportunity for the entire community to show their
Columbia Engineering pride by giving back to the areas that matter most to
them and in so doing, build momentum as the School continues its rise in
excellence and impact. This year on Giving Day alumni, students, parents,
faculty, friends, and staﬀ will come together and support the next generation of
engineers as they develop a future where engineering plays an even more
essential and transformational role in advances that will benefit global
communities for years to come. Gifts from the community support
undergraduate scholarships, graduate fellowships, departments, faculty,
research, student life, and entrepreneurship programming.
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